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Abstract

Although language learners often desire to improve their
pronunciation of a foreign language, the software to help
them do so is limited in scope. Most commercial soft-
ware for pronunciation evaluation and training focuses
on the acoustic signal in the evaluation and training of a
learner. However, few systems, if any, give visual feed-
back of the learner’s articulators (lips, tongue, and jaw).
In this paper, we describe the ongoing development of a
GUI that is programmed in Objective-C for Mac OS X.
Our software uses QTKit framework for video recording
and playing, and some open source libraries for audio
recording, audio playing, and pitch detection. The GUI
incorporates and links together many kinds of phonetic
data for the pronunciation learner - for example, real-
time frontal video of the learner, recorded frontal and
side videos of a native speaker’s face during pronunci-
ation, an ultrasound movie of the tongue moving in the
mouth, and MRI images of the native speaker’s tongue
during the production of all the sounds in the training
text.

1 Introduction

The pronunciation ability of second language (L2) learn-
ers is one of the most noticeable and influential fac-
tors when a native listener makes a snap judgement of
the learner’s proficiency. Many L2 learners want to im-
prove their pronunciation, but individual feedback from
a teacher is often impossible due to time constraints or
class sizes. Thus, many L2 learners turn to software to
help them with their pronunciation. Unfortunately, most
commercial software for pronunciation evaluation and
training focuses on the acoustic signal in the evaluation
and training of a learner. The acoustics of the learner’s
speech signal are evaluated and displayed to the learner,
but the learner is left to interpret the link between acous-
tics and articulation (i.e., what changes he/she should
make to his/her tongue, jaw, and lips to produce required
changes in the acoustic output). Few systems, if any, give
visual feedback of the learner’s articulators (lips, tongue,
and jaw), and this is counterintuitive because it is easier
for a learner to interpret articulatory feedback (e.g., the
movement of the tongue) than acoustic feedback (e.g.,
the formant values in the acoustic signal).

Because of the complete lack of this type of pronun-
ciation evaluation software, we decided to create a GUI
that incorporates visual and audio information, both na-
tive speaker model data and L2 learner feedback. At
the University of Aizu, construction was recently com-
pleted on two new high-tech classrooms that contain 48
iMac computers each. Each iMac contains a built-in web
camera that enables real-time recording and display of
the L2 learner as he/she speaks. For this reason, we de-
cided to develop our pronunciation evaluation GUI using
Objective-C in the Mac environment.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section
2 describes some typical pronunciation evaluation soft-
ware and outlines the problems with these programs.
Section 3 lists the phonetic data provided by the native
speaker model (the second author) and explains how this
data was collected and its use in the GUI. In Section 4,
we elucidate the motivation behind the GUI design and
give details about its functions. In Section 5, we show
the evaluations of the system by conference participants
and pronunciation class students, and discuss them. Fi-
nally, Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Existing Pronunciation Evalua-
tion Software

One type of commercial pronunciation software avail-
able is AmiVoice CALL Lite -pronunciation- [1] (see
Figure 1). The software has a number of predetermined
phrases that the L2 learner must repeat. The learner’s
waveform and pitch are plotted and compared to the na-
tive speaker teacher’s example. The speech recognition
component is acceptable, but certainly far from perfect.
Unfortunately for the L2 learner, the only phonetic infor-
mation available is the approximate duration (from the
waveform) and the pitch changes. The system gives ad-
vice to the learner, but it is always of the form of warn-
ings not to get close to native Japanese sounds. Ab-
solutely no video data are available and no articulatory
feedback is available.

Another type of pronunciation evaluation software,
one that is available online [2], is EyeSpeak English
(see Figure 2). A free demo version is available for one
month before purchasing it. Like AmiVoice CALL Lite
-pronunciation-, this software has predetermined phrases
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Figure 1: AmiVoice CALL Lite -pronunciation-

to read. It also displays the teacher’s and student’s wave-
form and evaluates the student’s segmental pronuncia-
tion, pitch, timing (presumably duration), and loudness
(measured as intensity). This software adds one visual
feedback feature that is not existent in AmiVoice soft-
ware - a not-very-accurate, motionless, animated image
of the vocal tract showing the tongue, palate, jaw, and
lips. The software grades the student, but it does not give
any explicit feedback on how to improve pronunciation.

Figure 2: EyeSpeak English

3 Native Speaker Model Data
Our pronunciation evaluation system focuses on one spe-
cific paragraph of speech (approximately 20 seconds
in duration, when spoken by a native speaker). The
text (Stella paragraph) comes from the Speech Accent
Archive [3], a set of over 1,200 speakers from various
language backgrounds reading the same paragraph. To

give native pronunciation feedback to the L2 learner, our
pronunciation system uses various data types, such as
text, audio, video, and images, all described in the sub-
sections below. One of the valuable points of our sys-
tem is that the native speaker data we provide is real
data, not simply animated versions of textbook images
of the vocal tract. Our native speaker data includes ultra-
sound movies of the tongue moving during speech (with
a CT image overlay of the palate as in [4]), MRI images
of the vocal tract during every English phoneme, front
and side video movies of the head during speech, and
high-quality audio data. We designed the GUI so that
we could link these data types together and instantly and
efficiently provide images, audio, and video.

3.1 Ultrasound and CT Data
Ultrasound data was collected showing the second au-
thor’s tongue moving while reading the Stella paragraph.
The tongue is the most important articulator and its po-
sition is crucial for pronunciation. The ultrasound data
was collected in the University of Aizu’s CLR Phonetics
Lab using a Toshiba Famio 8 ultrasound monitor. The
output of the ultrasound machine is NTSC video at 29.97
frames per second. The ultrasound video signal was cap-
tured using iMovie software on a Mac Pro computer.
Since the ultrasound display only shows the tongue but
no palate, we showed the palate by overlaying palate data
from a Computerized Tomography (CT) still image that
had been taken previously. As head movement was mini-
mized during ultrasound data collection, the palate could
be assumed to be stationary.

3.2 MRI Data
MRI data of the second author’s vocal tract was collected
previously at the Brain Activity Imaging Center (BAIC),
an affiliate of Advanced Telecommunications Research
Institute International (ATR) in Kyoto. The MRI data
was in DICOM format and was converted to PNG for-
mat using OsiriX (open-source DICOM viewer available
on [5]), and then resized using Adobe Photoshop CS3
software for use in the GUI. One MRI image (side view
of the vocal tract) per English phoneme had been col-
lected and was used in the GUI. The MRI data has very
high spatial resolution, giving a very clear image of the
whole vocal tract.

3.3 Video Data
During the collection of the ultrasound data, two video
cameras were used simultaneously, one filming the front
of the head and the other filming the side, to collect video
data of the face and lips. One of the cameras was a dig-
ital video camera (hard disk drive) and the other was a
MiniDV video camera. No zoom feature was used, to
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ensure that each video was undistorted.

3.4 Audio Data
Although the video cameras contained built-in micro-
phones, the sound quality was greatly improved by us-
ing our own DPA 4080 miniature cardioid microphone
together with a Korg MR- 1000 digital recorder. The au-
dio data was aligned with the two pieces of video data
using a waveform display in Final Cut Express (see sec-
tion 4).

4 GUI Design
In this section, we describe the underlying programming
environment, as well as the individual components of the
GUI.

4.1 Cocoa and Objective-C
Apple’s Objective-C based programming environment
for Mac OS X is called Cocoa. We can best use the func-
tions of Mac OS X by combining frameworks in Cocoa.
Cocoa applications are typically developed using an inte-
grated development environment called Xcode and Inter-
face Builder, and using the Objective-C language. Inter-
face Builder is a part of Xcode and is used for construc-
tion of the interface of an application that uses a GUI.
Using Interface Builder, we can arrange the components
of a GUI by dragging and dropping them with a mouse,
so it is useful for designing a GUI.

Other than being able to create a native Mac applica-
tion, another advantage of using Cocoa for our GUI is
being able to use Objective-C. Objective-C is based on
C and can coexist with C, so we can use a lot of open-
source libraries written in C. Actually, our pronunciation
system uses some of them for audio recording/playing
[6] and pitch detection [7–10]. A GUI basically consists
of objects such as buttons or windows, so Objective-C,
which has the attribute of being object-oriented, is con-
venient for constructing a GUI.

Two main Cocoa frameworks are Foundation, the ser-
vice layer organizing the functions of the OS, and Appli-
cation Kit (AppKit), a collection of the control parts of
a GUI (e.g., windows, buttons, menus, and text fields).
Additionally, we used another framework called QTKit
to realize movie playing and capturing from the internal
camera in real-time. All equipment used in system de-
velopment are listed in Table 1.

4.2 Basic Features of GUI
One of the important requirements for our GUI is the
ability to play various media data types synchronously:
the native speaker’s front movie, side movie, and ultra-
sound movie. Each movie was recorded with a different

Type Name & Version Ref.
Ultrasound Machine - Toshiba Famio 8
Computer - iMac (Mac OS X 10.5.8)
Webcam - Built-in iSight
Digital Recorder - Korg MR-1000
Microphone - DPA 4080

H
ardw

are

Microphone - SENNHEISER PC131
Xcode - ver3.1.2
Interface Builder - ver3.1.2 (677)
iMovie HD - ver6.0.3 (267.2)
Final Cut Express HD - ver3.5.1
OsiriX - ver3.3.1 [5]

S
oftw

are

Adobe Photoshop CS3 - ver10.0.1
PortAudio - ver0.3.2 [6]
aubio - ver19 [7]
libsndfile - ver1.0.21 [8]
libsamplerate - ver0.1.7 [9]

Lib
ra

ry

FFTW - ver3.3.2 [10]
Foundation
Application Kit

w
ork

F
ram

e- QTKit

Table 1: Equipment used in system development

device, so they each had a different frame rate and pixel
aspect ratio. To standardize them and overlay movies
and images, we used Final Cut Express movie editing
software.

Another important requirement is the ability to link
text and each object so that the system can immediately
show movies and images of a word when it is clicked
in the text. This function was realized by treating each
word as an object and sending temporal and phoneme
information to other windows.

Our GUI consists of 6 different windows (see Figure
3). The top-left window is the text of the Stella para-
graph. This is to be read by the student and it also
serves as a navigation tool for choosing what to dis-
play in other windows. Immediately under the text win-
dow is the waveform and pitch of the student’s speech.
At the bottom-left is the results and advice - the eval-
uation of the student’s pronunciation. The three win-
dows on the right half of the GUI show (clockwise from
right-most) a teacher front and side view with ultrasound
tongue movie and CT overlay, an MRI still image with
the phonemes in the selected word shown, and a real-
time student’s frontal movie from the internal camera.

4.3 Text Window
In Figure 3, the text window shows the Stella paragraph.
Each word is made as a button. When a word is clicked,
the teacher window navigates to the word and show a
movie of the native speaker pronouncing the word. Also,
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Figure 3: Our GUI

the phoneme window shows the phonetic symbols of the
word that was clicked in the text window. Those symbols
are also created as buttons, and if one symbol is selected,
the lower part of the phoneme window shows an MRI
image of the phoneme.

4.4 Waveform and Pitch Window
The waveform and pitch window shows the L2 learner’s
waveform and pitch contour. When the “Record” button
is pressed, the system starts recording until the “Stop”
button is pressed. After recording, the waveform win-
dow shows the learner’s waveform, pitch contour, and
max/min pitch values. The learner can select a range
from the window and play it or zoom in using the “Play”
and “Zoom” buttons. If no range is selected, the system
plays from the beginning to the end. To show the whole
waveform after zooming, the learner can press the “All”
button.

4.5 Results and Advice Window
The results and advice window shows the results of eval-
uation and advice for the learner’s speech. For pro-
nunciation evaluation, the system analyzes pitch range
over the paragraph for intonation and overall duration for
reading fluency. These criteria are set based on a preced-
ing study on the acoustic analysis of the English pronun-
ciation of Japanese students and native speakers [11]. In

this research, data was collected from 40 Japanese 3rd
year undergraduate students and 10 native speakers of
American English speaking the Stella paragraph [3].

4.6 Three Windows on Right Side
The learner window shows a real-time learner’s frontal
movie from the internal camera embedded in iMac. The
phoneme window shows the native speaker’s midsagit-
tal MRI image of each phoneme. The learner can se-
lect a word from the text window and a phoneme from
the phoneme window. The teacher window shows a na-
tive speaker’s frontal and side movie with ultrasound and
palate contour. The learner can watch this movie for the
whole paragraph using a control bar and each word by
selecting from the text window.

5 User Evaluation of GUI
5.1 Evaluation by HC-2009 Participants
For preliminary feedback, we made a presentation of the
system [12] at HC-2009 held at the University of Aizu
in December 2009, and got some advice from the partic-
ipants. Here are some comments:

1.1. Move buttons to immediately under the waveform
window so that the learner can easily press them.

1.2. Focus on the mouth for MRI images since the other
information is not important for the learner.
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Figure 4: After improving comment 1.1 (left) and 1.2 (right)

1.3. This system looks really useful and unique, so we
should collaborate with some companies to pro-
mote the project.

Comment 1.1 is an important point to improve the us-
ability. All buttons are currently away from the window,
but a operation should become easier if they are near
since all buttons work with the window. This change can
be easily realized using Interface Builder. Comment 1.2
is also an important point. Although we used whole head
MRI images to let the learner get a physical relationship
between the mouth and the head, some learners would
like to concentrate on the mouth. We can realize this
function by putting a button to switch the scale of the im-
age. GUI designs after improving comment 1.1 and 1.2
are showed in Figure 4. Comment 1.3 is a welcome feed-
back because it means that our system was accepted by
the participants. We are not planning to collaborate with
any companies yet, but are currently collaborating with
Prof. Markov at the University of Aizu to add speech
recognition function.

5.2 Evaluation by Pronunciation Class
Students

In a series of pronunciation classes at the University of
Aizu in January 2010, we tested the system and gave
a questionnaire to 36 Japanese students. The Question-
naire consists of 6 multiple-choices and 1 free space. Re-
sults of the questionnaire for each multiple-choice are
shown in Table 2. Here are some important points that
can be interpreted from the results:

2.1. From the results of Q1 and Q2, most of the students
were satisfied with the look of the system, while
some students found the problems with the usabil-
ity.

2.2. From the results of Q3 and Q4, most students felt
MRI images are useful, while several students felt
the teacher’s side movie is not useful.

2.3. From the results of Q5 and Q6, most of the stu-
dents felt the teacher’s frontal movie is useful, while
many students felt the learner’s is not useful.

About result 2.1, students who marked “bad” in Q2
mentioned these points to improve the usability: allow
to select multiple words in the text window, show native
speaker’s waveform and pitch contour to compare to the
learner’s, and display how much pitch and duration the
learner should change on the result window. The first
point is very significant since the teacher’s movie of a
word was too short to watch, and a linking of each word
is important as well as a pronunciation of it. The second
point had already been discussed before the testing, but
it is not so helpful for the learner because these acous-
tic signals are always changing even the same person.
The third point is also important since the learner cannot
know how to improve their pronunciation without clear
feedback.

About result 2.2, the teacher’s side movie and MRI
images are same midsagittal view. However, we ex-
pected that the students prefer the movie rather than im-
ages because a movie has more information than a still
image. It is attributed that the movie was too fast to ob-
serve the articulators’ movement of each phoneme, the
students felt still images are better than the movie. For
this problem, we need to add a function to slow down the
movie.

About result 2.3, the reason can be easily guessed
since almost all students even who marked “very good”
or “good” in Q6 said that they would like to watch their
frontal movie after recording. Current learner’s window
works like a mirror, but it’s difficult for the learner to
simultaneously watch the text and the learner’s window
unless they memorize the text, so they felt the movie is
not useful. This problem can be solved using the record-
ing function of QTKit framework.
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Question very good good fair bad terrible

Q1. How about the look of this system? 8 20 7 1 0
Q2. How about the usability of this system? 4 18 9 5 0
Q3. Were MRI images useful? 13 14 8 1 0
Q4. Was teacher’s side movie useful? 12 9 10 5 0
Q5. Was learner’s frontal movie useful? 4 9 13 9 1
Q6. Was teacher’s frontal movie useful? 11 11 12 1 1

Table 2: Results of the questionnaire after testing

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In Conclusion, we have developed an interactive GUI
that takes pronunciation evaluation and training to a
much higher level than exists now. We use various types
of real multimedia data to provide realistic and accurate
views of pronunciation. As a second step, we made a
presentation of the system at the conference and tested it
in a pronunciation class, and got a lot of feedback. Our
system was reasonably well-received from the user, but
there are still many problems remaining.

In future work, we would like to continue develop-
ing the system to correct the problems and to add new
functions - speech recognition and image processing. If
we could realize very accurate speech recognition func-
tion, the system can link the learner’s speech (front-view
movie and audio) to the native speaker’s. Additionally,
speech recognition allows the system to analyze and give
some feedback for the pronunciation of each word. As
we mentioned in Section 5, we are currently collaborat-
ing with Prof. Markov at the University of Aizu who spe-
cializes in speech recognition. Ultimately, if we could
use image processing for the learner’s frontal movie, the
system can evaluate the shape of the learner’s lips. Fi-
nally, if ultrasound were also available for the learner,
we could use image processing to evaluate tongue shapes
directory.
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